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Welcome to creative bloq guide to the best logos of all time. How good your logo is is an important part of the brand's success. Of course, the logo is a relatively small part of the overall identity system, but for customers in the outside world, logos are perhaps the most important touchpoint for the company. So important that customers can't help but lock on them and form a bond.
We make sense of these brands and we care about them. Often the public reacts loudly and sharply to the introduction of a new logo. And why not? Michael Wolff, co-founder of branding agency Wolff Olins, claimed the brand belonged to its customers; they define it because they are the ones who buy its products or use its services. Not surprisingly, then, that logos are discussed
far beyond the presentation rooms of global branded agencies in Manhattan or Shoreditch.Even if you're just around interested in graphic design, it's fascinating to see what the BP logo looked like in the 1930s, or the debate about how Coca-Cola's identity has evolved (or not) over the past 125 years. In this article we have collected what we think is 10 of the best log ever. Read
on to see what makes these logos so powerful, as well as insights from the people who designed them. Tips on how to create a brand that will stand the test of time, explore our logo design tips or check out our advice on where to find the best logo design inspiration. You can also explore our favorite monogram logos or the best 3-letter logos ever produced.10 I Love New YorkIn
1977, Milton Glaser designed the I Love New York logo in the back of a taxi, for a fee zero I Love New York logo seems ubiquitous and eternal today, but it was designed by Milton Glaser in 1977 for the New York State Department of Commerce in a moment of inspiration while driving a taxi through his beloved city. So versatile is the design that 'to heart' has now become a verb,
colloquially speaking. Here, the legendary designer discusses his love for his home city as well as his body of work and the role technology plays in his design practice... How important is New York City to your work? I've thought about it a lot and I can't imagine life, for me, out of town. I would have found another way to be in the world and do the work, I'm sure. All I know is the
nature of this city: its complexity; its diversity; that it offers so many learning opportunities; and the fact that it is so contradictory. New York is not the most beautiful of the cities. It changes all the time. It is not a city that imposes its vision on the people who come; impose their vision here. Everything's open, everything's up for grabs, everything needs to be questioned. This aspect
does not accept anything as the ultimate or final truth seems to me a source of great vitality, energy and possibilities for people. Anything can happen here. And this, of course, creates a completely different environment than a culture in which very may occur. Is there enough understanding of the past these days? Well, the [design] field itself is dominated by fashion and the idea
of selling things, so you have to be concerned about what's currently going on, and the economy is based on the idea of change and new styles, and this year's anything. Unfortunately, this is not a real basis for serious work. If you're more serious about it, you need to be more concerned about durability and ideas that go beyond the moment, so I think the best designers around
are always designers who had a kind of wider look and don't change the prevailing wind. If you find that all you are doing is copying what is already happening, you will have no position in the field. There's nothing to offer you, and after 20 years, you're not going anywhere. What is your relationship with digital technologies? I have an 'arm', a relationship to it, but I'm also angry at
what you can do with your computer. I love working with other people on the computer, kind of like dancing. It's a way of working together that's never been done before. But you have to figure it out with an existing sense of form. If you don't have the form and understanding of visual phenomena, and don't understand how to draw, from my point of view it's a very mischievous tool
because it forces you into the patterns it stores. Next page: The best logos of all time - the IBM A logo uses an image, a different font name, or an abstract character that represents a company, brand, or product. Companies with world-famous logos include IBM, Pepsi and Shell Oil. The use of the logo has clear advantages. A well-designed logo attracts attention and identifies the
company without the need for analysis or reading. When you see a yellow M known as the Golden Arches, for example, you don't have to think or read anything else to recognize it as fast food chain McDonald's. When a white, lowercase letter f appears on your computer screen in a blue box, you immediately know it's Facebook. Good logos go viral – people know the logo and its
associations so intimately that they start using themselves to make a statement. In the early 1990s, for example, teenagers were given Nike whizz tattoos. Men photographing each other with a Calvin Klein label of their underwear visible tell others that they have class and sex appeal. Logos have an element of company or product and make it attractive to your target audience. In
the UK, for example, the Conservative Party unveiled a new logo in 2006 that used green paint and a tree image to appeal to a new generation conscious of the environment. The ToysRUs logo uses bright colors and bold rounded font that appeals to children. The views expressed by business contributors are their own. Your logo is a visual representation of everything your
company stands for. Think of the golden arches of McDonald's or Nike swoosh–these two impressive logos embody these companies well. But many companies still save on this key piece of identity. Ideally, your company logo enhances potential customers and partners' essential first impression of your business. A good logo can build loyalty between your business and your
customers, create a brand identity, and give a professional look to an established business. Consider Allstate's good hands logo. This immediately creates a warm feeling for society, symbolizing care and confidence. With a little thought and creativity, your logo can quickly and graphically express many positive attributes of your business, too. Logo types Are basically three types
of logo. Font-based logos consist primarily of type editing. The logos of IBM, Microsoft and Sony, for example, use a type of treatment with a twist that makes them distinctive. Then there are the logos that literally illustrate what the company is doing, for example, when a house-painting company uses an illustration of a brush in its logo. Finally, there are abstract graphic symbols-
like nike swoosh-that will become associated with the brand name of the company. Such a symbol doesn't make sense until your company can tell consumers what its core associations are, says Americus Reed II, a professor of marketing at the University of Pennsylvania's Wharton School who conducts research on triggers that lead consumers to identify with and become loyal
to the brand. But building that mental bridge takes time and money. Nike's swoosh has no inherent significance beyond what has been created over the years through savvy marketing efforts that have transformed the logo into an identity cue for the sports lifestyle. Growing businesses can rarely afford the millions of dollars and years of effort needed to create these associations,
so a logo that clearly illustrates what your company means or does may be a better choice. Even the type of treatment of your company's name may be too generic, says Placitas, New Mexico, logo designer Gary Priester, director of gwpriester.com, the web arm of design firm Black Point Group. Priester believes customers should be able to tell you what you are doing just by
looking at your logo. Getting Started Before you start sketching or learning how to design a logo, first formulate the message you want your logo to convey. Try writing a picture with one sentence and a mission statement so you can focus your efforts. Stay true to this statement when creating the logo. But that may not be enough to get you started. Here are some other tactics and
considerations to help you create a suitable company logo: Check out the logos of other businesses in your industry. Do your competitors use solid, conservative images or flashy graphics and type? Think about how you want to distinguish your logo from the logo of your competition. Focus on your message. Decide what you want to communicate about your company. Does it
have a distinctive personality-serious or hilarious? What makes it unique in relation to your competition? What is the nature of your current goal These elements should play an important role in overall design or redesign. Make it clean and functional. Your logo should also work on the business card as on the side of the truck. A good logo should be scalable, easily reproducible,
memorable and distinctive. Icons are better than photos, which can be undetectable if they are magnified or significantly reduced. And be sure to create a logo that can be reproduced in black and white so that it can be faxed, copied or used in black and white advertising as efficiently as in color. Your business name will affect the design of your logo. If your business name is D.C.
Jewelers, you may want to use a posh, serif font to highlight letters (especially if your name contains initials). For a company called Lightning Bolt Press, the logo may contain some creative implementation—you guessed it—lightning. Use your logo to illustrate your business's key contribution. The best logos make an instant statement with a picture or illustration, not words. For
example, the Flash Printing logo may need to convey the commercial benefits of ultra-fast, guaranteed printing services. The image of the flash could be manipulated to indicate speed and certainty. Do not use clip art. However tempting it may be, clip art can be copied too easily. Not only will original art make a more impressive statement about your company, but it will set your
business apart from others. Avoid the trendy look. If you're redesigning your old logo, risk confusing customers-or worse, alienating them. One option is to gradually change the logo. According to Priester, Quaker Oats modified the Quaker man on his package over a 10-year period to avoid undermining customer trust. However, do not plan to make multiple changes to the logo.
Instead, choose a logo that stays up to date for 10 to 20 years, maybe longer. That's a sign of good design. In fact, when Priester designs the logo, he expects to never see that client again. Watch your colorsOne thing you need to be careful how you view the color options is the price. Your five-color logo can be gorgeous, but once it comes time to produce on office supplies, the
price won't be as attractive. It won't work in media that only allows one or two colors. Try to exceed three colors if you decide that it is absolutely necessary. Your logo may appear on a variety of media: signage, advertising, stationery, delivery vehicles and packaging, to name but a few. Remember that some of these applications have production limitations. Make sure you're doing
a color study. Look at your logo in a monochromatic, two- and three-color version. Hiring DesignerWhile brainstorming logo ideas yourself is a crucial step in creating your business image, trying to create a logo entirely on your own is a mistake. This may seem like the best way to avoid the high cost of going to a professional design firm that will anywhere from $4,000 to $15,000
for a logo design. Be aware, however, that there are thousands of thousands of independent designers around who charge much less. According to Stan Evenson, founder of Evenson Design Group, entrepreneurs on a tight budget should shop for the designer. There are a lot of [independent] designers who charge rates ranging from $15 to $150 an hour, based on their
experience, he says. But don't hire someone just because of their bargain price. Find a designer who knows your field . . . and with your competition. If the cost still seems exorbitant, Evenson says, remember that a good logo should last at least 10 years. If you look at the amortisation of these costs over a 10-year period, it doesn't seem so bad. Even if you have a good eye for
color and a sense of what you want your logo to look like, you should still consult a professional designer. Why? They know if the logo design will be transmitted easily to the press or to the sign, while you could come up with a beautiful design that can't be transferred or would cost too much money to be printed. Your logo is the basis of all your promotional materials, so this is one
area where spending a little more now can really pay off later. Related: How to create a Facebook Messenger Chatbot for free without encodingUse and protect your LogaOnce you have created a logo that embodies the mission of your company at a glance, make sure that the trademark is protected from use by other companies. You can apply for a trade mark on the Website of
the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. Then once it is protected, use it wherever you can–based business cards, stationery, letterhead, brochures, advertisements, your website and any other place where you mention the name of your company. This will help create your image, increase the visibility of your company and ideally lead to further business. Creating a logo sounds
easy, doesn't it? It could be. Just remember to keep your customers and the nature of your business in mind when you put it all together. In time, you will have managed to build equity in your trademark, and it will become a positive and recognizable symbol of your product or service.Compiled from articles written by David Cotriss, Kim T. Gordon and Steve Nubie previously
published on Entrepreneur.com, and from excermes from Start Your Own Business. .
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